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See also: Franklin, State of [2].

Map from the 1780s showing Tennessee as still part of North Carolina.
Image from the North Carolina Maps project.  [3]Prior to the American Revolution [4], white
settlers were building cabins along the Watauga and Nolichucky Rivers in the western part of the North Carolina colony.
In 1772 they drew up a compact called the "Watauga Association [5]." Four years later they petitioned North Carolina to
extend its jurisdiction over their area, and the following year North Carolina created Washington County [6] with boundaries
that included all of modern Tennessee [7]. Between 1779 and 1788 the state legislature established six additional counties
in the Tennessee country: Sullivan (1779), Greene (1783), Davidson (1783), Sumner (1787), Hawkins (1787), and
Tennessee (1788).

In 1784 the General Assembly [8] ceded the state's western lands to the United States, then revoked the cession later that
year. Nevertheless, the frustrated settlers, led by John Sevier [9], organized the State of Franklin [2] with a constitution, a
separate legislative body, and Sevier as governor. The Continental Congress, as well as Virginia and North Carolina,
refused to recognize the new state, and it soon collapsed. In 1789 North Carolina ceded [10]its western lands to the newly
established federal government, and on 1 June 1796 Tennessee was admitted to the Union as the sixteenth state. Sevier
was elected governor.
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